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How Trauma is the Root Cause of

Addiction

An interview with Dr. Gabor Maté on addiction, the ‘disease-prone personality’
and the pathology of positive thinking.

You have said that you believe that, “many doctors seem to have forgotten
what was once a commonplace assumption, that emotions are deeply
implicated in both the development of illness, addictions and disorders,
and in their healing.”  When I got sober at Beit T’Shuvah, the Jewish rehab in
Los Angeles, Rabbi Mark Borovitz often told us to forget our feelings and focus
on our actions. A common saying in 12-step groups is that you have to act
yourself into right thinking. Can you also act yourself into right emotion? 
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You can’t force emotions; you really have to know what they are. For me, the
important question is, what are the actual emotions underneath the action that

are driving my behavior and where do those emotions (https://uplift.love/11-
traits-people-emotional-intelligence/) come from? For me, it’s not a question of

acting into the right emotion. It’s a question of understanding what are the
source emotions from which we are acting. That is the really important question.

I completely appreciate the 12 steps, and I talk about them in my book where I
have an appendix on them. I think where they fail or where they miss something

is when they focus on action while tending not to look at the underlying
emotions and the experiences that underlie those emotions. You can go to 12-

step groups for a long time and never find out how traumatized
(https://uplift.love/family-trauma/) you were. That’s where the missing piece is,
and has been, for a long time.

THE DEEP PAIN OF CHILDHOOD TRAUMA CAN BE THE ROOT CAUSE OF ADDICTION.

The patients that I worked with—I’m talking about hardcore, street level drug
users, people injecting cocaine and heroin and so on—not a single one of them

ever came to me and said, “Doc, I was traumatized, and I’m using that as an
excuse to do drugs.”
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They didn’t know they were traumatized. No doctor had ever pointed it out to
them. They thought they were just fuck-ups. They thought they were just bad

people. They thought they were just addicts. They didn’t realize that they were
using the addiction to soothe a deep pain that was rooted in trauma

(https://uplift.love/connection-and-trust/). In all cases of addiction that I have
seen, there’s deep pain that comes out of trauma. The addiction is the person’s
unconscious attempt to escape from the pain.

That’s not just my personal opinion. It’s also what large-scale studies show. In

large population studies, you find that extreme trauma, whether in a population
(https://uplift.love/indigenous-approach-to-healing-trauma/) like the Native

Indian population in your country or the Aboriginal population in Australia or the
Native population in my country, with the loss of land, and the violence, and the
forced abduction of their children, who were brought up for a hundred years in

residential schools away from their families where they were sexually abused,
generation after generation, there’s a huge statistical and causative link
between that trauma and the addiction. That’s not a theory. It’s just reality.

ADDICTION IS AN UNCONSCIOUS ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE FROM THE PAIN OF TRAUMA.

And no it’s not only that. We also know that the brain itself; the human brain

itself, is shaped by the environment. The brain is not purely genetically
programmed. Brain development (https://uplift.love/biology-and-culture-
human-emotion/) occurs in reaction to the environment The necessary
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human emotion/) occurs in reaction to the environment. The necessary

conditions for healthy brain development are healthy relationships with
responsive parents. When the parenting environment becomes distorted or

hostile and abusive, you’re actually distorting people’s brain development. This
means they are going to be more likely to want to use substances to feel better

in their brain in order to achieve a different state of the brain.

Whether we are talking about the emotional pain and the shame that’s at the
heart of addiction (https://uplift.love/why-were-a-culture-of-addicts/) or
whether we are looking at the brain physiology of addiction, which is very much

influenced by childhood experiences, we are looking at the impact of trauma.

To go back to the original quote about doctors, if we actually understood that all
behaviors are, for the most part, coping mechanisms (https://uplift.love/self-
compassion-trumps-self-esteem/) for emotions that we are not able to deal

with, then the focus could shift not just to changing behaviors, but actually
understanding the emotions that underlie them. That’s what I think is missing

from medical practice. Whether it’s addictions or whatever it is, we are not
seeing what’s driving it and what’s underneath it.

BRAIN DEVELOPMENT GETS DISTORTED IN ABUSIVE AND HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS.

Predisposition to Addiction
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If a family knows that their child has a predisposition toward either addiction
or depression, or both given the commonality of co-occurring disorders, what
can they do to help ensure their child lives a healthy, happy and productive
life?

Let’s say you don’t know anything about your child’s predispositions. What kind

of childhood do you want to give your child? Don’t you want to give them a
childhood in which they are loved, in which they are respected, regardless? You
want to give them a childhood where they are accepted for who they are, where

they are celebrated for who they are, where they can explore the world under
guidance but with freedom, where they can be themselves and be happy

(https://uplift.love/common-traits-of-happy-people/) being themselves. There
is no difference in how you should want to parent one child as opposed to
another child.

This is how we want to parent children, and it doesn’t matter what

predispositions a child has, if they get these conditions of love and respect in
their childhood, they’ll never be addicted, they’ll never get depressed and they’ll
never be anxious (https://uplift.love/eight-tools-to-help-with-anxiety/)—not in

terms of the medical diagnosis of those conditions.

LOVE AND RESPECT IN CHILDHOOD HELPS TO PREVENT ADDICTION LATER IN LIFE.
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Disease Prone Personalities

Explaining the disease-prone personality, you said, “No personality causes
disease. So there’s no cancer personality. However, there are some
common traits that, if they are present in exaggerated degrees, will
make you more predisposed to the disease. They don’t cause it, but make
you more likely to get it because they increase the amount of
physiological stress you’ve got inside you…Stress is the thing that leads
to disease or leads to conditions for it, but certain personalities are more
prone to this stress.”

Such a concept is somewhat alien to mainstream medicine. Do you believe it
can be proven? Is the idea of the disease-prone personality a philosophical
supposition or a medical reality?

This is not really controversial at all because it’s a medical reality. It’s only
controversial because most doctors don’t know about it. If you look at studies of
patients with malignant melanomas, for example, there is no absolute cancer

personality (https://uplift.love/three-personality-types-ayurveda/), and you
explained this idea very well. But there is no one type of personality that means

you are going to get this disease. That’s not going to happen. You can’t say that
there’s a disease personality. But there are definitely disease prone personalities;
certain personality traits that make a person much more likely to have a disease

than people who don’t have that type of personality. There’s no question about
that.
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PERSONALITY TRAITS LIKE ANGER SUPPRESSION MAKE PEOPLE MORE PRONE TO DISEASE.

It’s important to note that this tendency was discovered in relationship to

malignant melanoma. People who developed malignant melanomas often
tended to be people who didn’t express emotion in a healthy way and who
suppressed or repressed their anger (https://uplift.love/overcome-destructive-

anger/). Those are risk factors for illness. We know that. The repression of anger
suppresses the immune system, as opposed to healthy expressions of anger. It’s

not a question of philosophy.

[signupbanner]

I was a physician for 33 years, and I didn’t begin with any of these assumptions.

Nobody had told me about this. I just kept noticing, particularly when I worked in
palliative care for seven years. We looked after terminally ill people, people who

were dying of cancer, and I kept noticing and kept noticing and kept noticing
that these people with auto-immune disease or with cancer typically had very
tough childhoods (https://uplift.love/family-trauma/) where they survived by

repressing their emotions, and that suppression of emotion was tied to their
development of disease.

But I wasn’t the first one to notice this connection. It turns out that many

doctors had remarked on this before. It had been noticed in ancient times; in
Roman times. We are talking about doctors who go beyond just the body and
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are willing to look at the whole personality. They can’t help but notice that
certain emotional patterns, certain personality traits make it more likely that you

are going to get that disease.

EMOTIONAL ISOLATION IS A MAJOR RISK FACTOR IN DISEASE, ADDICTION, ILLNESS AND DEATH.

It’s an observation, and whenever it’s been studied, it’s been shown to be the
case. There have been many studies, and I outline many of those studies in my

book, When the Body Says No, Exploring the Stress-Disease Connection.
(https://www.amazon.com/When-Body-Says-Stress-Disease-
Connection/dp/0470923350)  I am talking about clinical observations backed

up by studies.

Emotional isolation is a major risk factor for disease, addiction, illness, death

and everything else.

As long as we are in denial of trauma (https://uplift.love/intergenerational-

trauma/), we’re never going to understand addiction. The aha  moment that
needs to occur is not that we recognize how bad addictions are, but that

addictions are about an escape from trauma, and this society traumatizes
people. Life in this society means that a lot of people are going to become

traumatized. That’s the aha  moment that hasn’t happened yet.
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I believe people are actually looking for the truth. In terms of the mainstream

media, that hasn’t happened. The aha  moment where the connection between

addiction and trauma is recognized is what is needed. It doesn’t have to happen
in relation to me and my work—I’d love it if it was—but just in general, it needs to

happen. We just keep talking about this bad problem of addiction
(https://uplift.love/the-addiction-myth/), but we don’t want to look at what it’s
really all about.

DENIAL OF CHILDHOOD TRAUMA LEADS TO ADDICTION IN ORDER TO REPRESS THE PAIN.

The Dangers of Positivity

You have written about The Power of Negative Thinking, and the dangers of
embracing an absolute positivity. You pointed out in a recent interview
(http://www.januarymagazine.com/profiles/gmate.html) that, “Not having
negative thoughts is not allowing reality to intrude on your perception of
the world. You never see how things are. You have to always maintain a
sunny, falsely rosy view of the world so that you can’t see what doesn’t
work. Lots of studies show that people who are sunny and positive die
quicker of their disease. If you’re a woman with breast cancer and you’re
a positive thinker, you’re guaranteed to die much quicker.”
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How have you come to such a conclusion that goes against the mainstream
emphasis on the power of positive thinking? What is the relationship between
the power of negative thinking and cathartic experience? Is opening the door
to negativity an honest perception of the reality of the world, a healthy way to
purge the trauma from your own mind and soul?

When I talk about negative thinking, you must understand that I’m being
tongue-in-cheek. I don’t want people to think negatively, but I put that idea out
there as a way of counteracting this relentless cheerful positivity that’s often

given as the answer to the world’s problems. To my mind, we don’t need positive
thinking or negative thinking; we need thinking (https://uplift.love/how-to-grow-

happiness-in-the-brain/). Thinking means you don’t load your point of view with
either negative or positive vibes. Rather, you are simply willing to look at what is.
The positive thinkers are in full denial of reality.

STRIVING TO FOCUS ONLY ON THE POSITIVE CAN BE DETRIMENTAL FOR ADDICTION RECOVERY.

Barbara Ehrenreich wrote a book called Bright-Sided: How Positive Thinking
Is Undermining America. (https://www.amazon.com/Bright-sided-Positive-
Thinking-Undermining-America/dp/0312658850/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8)  I
am very much with her. When I talk about negative thinking
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(https://uplift.love/positive-world-negative/), I’m talking about the willingness to
look at reality however it is. It is not a question of whether it’s positive or

negative, but rather a question of looking honestly at it.

In palliative care, in which I worked for seven years looking after terminally ill
people, I had so many people say to me, “Doc, I don’t know what I’m doing here.

I’ve never had a negative thought in my whole life.” And I thought to myself,
that’s why you’re here. You were in denial of reality. You suffered so much as a
child (https://uplift.love/healing-the-child-within/) that the only way to survive

was to suppress your awareness of pain and suppress your awareness of your
own suffering. You coped in ways that ended up making you more stressed

because you took on too much because you were not willing to look at what it
was costing you.

That’s why I argue that relentless positive (https://uplift.love/the-myth-of-
positivity/) thinking is actually pathological. That doesn’t mean I want people to

think negatively. I just want people to think, which to me means a willingness to
face reality exactly the way it is.

AWARENESS OF STRESSORS AND THEIR IMPACT ON BEHAVIOUR LEADS TO GREATER HAPPINESS.

Awareness of the Way Things Are
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With such an array of social and biological factors affecting us, many of which
we have no control over, how can we ever find the right formula for long-term
health and happiness? What would you recommend to your patients?

What I recommend is consciousness. People have to be aware of where their
behaviors come from, and what stressors they’ve taken on, what stressors they

continue to take on, which of those stressors are avoidable, which of those
stressors are not avoidable and they just have to adjust to them, but they have
to do so consciously. In a society that stresses (https://uplift.love/how-to-

stress-proof-your-life/) people so much, there are no individual answers. There is
no individual solution.

Until people manage to change society so that society takes a different
approach, suffering (https://uplift.love/suffering-rampant-individualism/) is

going to happen. On a certain level, there is no individual solution, but in terms of
what advice I’d give to individual patients, you have to live with the way it is,

even as you wish it was otherwise. You can work to make it different, but so long
as we are living in the world we are living in, you have to deal with the way the
world is.

What people need is a lot of awareness (https://uplift.love/deep-awareness-of-

the-universe/), a lot of consciousness, so they can identify stressors and
eliminate them when they are capable of doing so and find ways of living with

them when they can’t. Emotional isolation is a major risk factor for disease,
addiction, illness, death and everything else. They have to create conditions in
their personal lives that, as much as possible, counteract the stressors that are

caused by the society that they live in, and they need to be conscious and aware
in order to do this.
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Pamela Parker   3 years ago

Remedy For Alcoholism? Yes! Plan Your Goals and Structure and fulfill them. Think

about spending the rest of my life without a single drink is almost too awful to

contemplate. Stop the Symptoms of Anxiety Depression and that feeling of isolation

and Drunk your every waking moment. 

http://www.addictionrehabcenters.com/ (http://www.addictionrehabcenters.com/)

1  Reply

Janice Lynch   3 years ago

Great article, my brother is an addict, so I know a good bit about it
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Ricky B.   3 years ago

As long as people continue denying that childhood trauma has a role in instances of

addiction, trauma will continue to be the variable that flies under the radar and we as

a culture will continue to wonder what we can do to address all of the very expensive,

damaging ripple e�ects that come with millions of addicted adults. Part of the

problem is that we don’t want to look at the part that we have played in perpetuating

the addiction cycle. We literally get “triggered” at the suggestion that what children

experience can indeed a�ect their adult outcomes. The truth is, if you grow up in this

culture, you’ve been traumatized. Will you turn out to be an addict? Perhaps not. If

you had caring, responsive, trustworthy adults that YOU “felt” connected to, you may

have been able to process the pain and discomfort with them. Also, if you had other

insulating factors going in your favor, that makes a di�erence as well. Individual

perception also matters. It ALL matters. The bottom line is that childhood trauma and

even lower level chaotic environments are not to be dismissed as important variables

in models of addiction.

0  Reply

Jake   3 years ago

I feel that positive people are an asset to themselves and others. Growing up in a

dysfunctional crushing environment cuts deeply into a child’s self worth and ability to

look at this world as a kind place with kind people.The ability to trust others is a result

of early trauma.If the parents are ignorant and there is zero intervention this becomes

a life long issue with trusting others and how u view relationships and people.If u

cannot even trust your own parents and family yes u have been damaged.

0  Reply

V Duran   3 years ago

I have watched, and continue to watch my bright and talented son distroy his health

with alcoholism. It is so sad to me. I want to help him so much, but have finally realized

that it is his to solve. Yeah I feel bad for it. But I’ve got my own life to lead. He is 40 now

and I am 62. And I can no longer go through his pain and emotional abuse. I can love

him, and hope that he reaches out for help. I have always been willing to go to

therapy with him; but he has not.

0  Reply

Ann Sigmund   3 years ago

Thank you so much for writing these I read them constantly and it’s very eye opening
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Thank you so much for writing these. I read them constantly and it s very eye opening

and therapeutic.

0  Reply

N.Burgess   3 years ago

What you are talking about is the concept of mindfulness which is having awareness

of what is going on within oneself emotionally without judging or changing it.

Meditation, or just mindful breathing on a regular basis can develop over time, the

ability to compassionately accept one’s su�ering from the past and this naturally

leads to a balanced perspective that goes beyond the opposites of

positive/negative.
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Deb   3 years ago

I disagree. This person does not understand 12 step at all. Simplistic in many

conclusions drawn. This article hurtful not helpful.
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Gloria   4 years ago

Great article and it makes so much sense…I su�ered from childhood trauma 

and I got addicted to clonazapem for17 years and legally prescribed…after being

weaned and o� for two years now…when I stopped I really started to relive my trauma

but with therapy I was able to get better…therapy is a must…
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Lynne aaron   4 years ago

I believe in some of the things she said. I have pdsd, general anxiety and depession. It

came from childhood abuse. I have anger that i am working on from it. I get triggers

and i know it is a core problem and comes from how my father treated my brothers,

my mother and myself. I used drugs and i did drink in the past but i am sober for 1

year and i know i do not need them. I only need jesue in my life to make me whole.

0  Reply

Master   4 years ago

It’s a disease. It’s a Gene… Most are born with it, and almost all have a family history of

addiction, but not all have a history of trama. It’s a disease!

0  Reply
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Stephanie   4 years ago

There’s a lot or truth tho this. It wouldn’t necessarily have to be family or parent

trauma either. Trauma is all over the place. I know a lot of addicts and alcoholIcs who

it never seems to dawn on—all the trauma they have been thru. They keep going to

rehab and detox and go back and forth with AA but they go right back to it. And they

seem to really just not want to look at the reality of why they can’t stop or need it so

badly. Maybe not every single case, but with very many of them it was how they had

to grow up. And it’s not just like that with addiction. It’s many things that relate to

mental and emotional problems and disorders. It just makes so much sense to me to

ask WHY? And dig around to get to the roots of any problem. I know that was the only

thing on Earth that worked for me. Not the psychiatrists and their pills. Not self

medicating. Not repressing and denying and being positive and trying to “move on.”

Not distracting myself with many things or throwing myself into work and service. And

not even religion. Nothing but me asking myself WHY and being determined to get

some answers. You’re just looking at someone who had searched high and low and

never found a real answer. But now I have and I’m so far down the road from my

previous teauma that I cannot imagine what my life would be like had I not decided to

go down this road. Love this article.
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John W   4 years ago

The statistic for the U.S. is 80%.

80% of survivors of childhood assault, physical or sexual, will turn to substance or

alcohol abuse.

And there are more diagnoses of ptsd among people who have experienced domestic

violence than there are among combat veterans, again this is for the U.S.

0  Reply

Patti   4 years ago

I agree that a strong response to childhood su�ering is addiction. I lived through it

myself and this is the first time I have read an article that made complete sense to

me. One of the major problems is that when you are a child su�ering from an abusive

parent and you are given the message that you must never criticize the person who is

the abuser; never say anything negative about that person; treat the abuser with

respect at all times; and always have a smile on your face. That was my childhood

(and actually existed in my adulthood but to a lesser degree because I could walk

away from the abuse) But when I became addicted to drugs I had no idea why – I just
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away from the abuse). But when I became addicted to drugs I had no idea why  I just

thought I loved adventure, had to experience things for myself regardless of the

dangers involved, etc. It wasn’t until I was an adult that I realized my addictive

behavior was my way to escape from the pain of childhood abuse. This, of course,

was never discussed with my abuser or other members of my family – they would

have denied the abuse ever happened. It wasn’t until I sought help from a

professional that I learned why I did the things I did. It was my soft pillow, my way to

escape and mask the pain. So, I don’t disagree with some of the comments made by

others, but for me personally this article really hit the nail on the head (or whatever

that old adage is).

0  Reply

Sheila   4 years ago

Great article

0  Reply

Sarah martin   4 years ago

I think that doing a 4th and 5th step in NA does reveal childhood traumer and over

the years redoing the steps the pain of the past heals and I experience now not now

plus all the other times from the past as well

0  Reply

Lauri   4 years ago

I have been doing a lot of writing lately about my childhood sexual abuse by my

grandfather. My learning disability and my life long battle with addiction. This article

is right in line with what I am writing. I have not drank in 12 years, but still feel that pull,

high anxiety and bipolar, trying to “fit in” with a society that frowns on “blaming”

other’s for my lack of “willpower”. I have always tried to look at the “sunny side” of life,

but now I am looking within to understand the where’s and when’s of my life,

examining cause and e�ect.

0  Reply

Larry Olasiyan   4 years ago

Powerful article

0  Reply

Jill Bayly   4 years ago
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I love the work of Gabor Mate, he is a wonderful practitioner whose lifework has been

dedicated to the people su�ering from addiction. While people’s opinion is at times

interesting, this is by no means evidence based. Research that is current, practical

and authentic does not base itself on opinions. Rather, for those of us with family

su�ering under addictions grasp, the research and findings of leaders and specialists

in the field such a Gabor Mate, gift us with new information and ways to understand

and support people we love and care for.

0  Reply

Mohini   4 years ago

Thank you for this excellent article. I don’t think humanity as a whole can really evolve

without the psychological deep knowledge which is the real beginning and

foundation of healing.

0  Reply

Joanne Jaworski   5 years ago

I absolutely agree and because I am an EFT practitioner who focuses on emotions

and subconscious mind releasing, I’ve seen major life changes among my clients

when they honor and move out the stuck emotions. When you clear any trauma big or

little, it’s amazing how people’s lives improve!

0  Reply

GM   5 years ago

I have watched the series Intervention a lot, and also have lots of addict loved ones in

my life, and the trauma is definately a part of the mix. But there are lots of people

who have trauma who might use a substance for a while but don’t become addicts. I

think part of it is how dealing with pain is modeled for us as kids, and then whether or

not the allergy gene is there.

0  Reply

Jennie   5 years ago

I disagree. Addiction can a�ect any one as can mental illness or anxiety. Parents of

addicts su�er enough with blaming themselves without these articles. The fact is a

person from a traumatic childhood is more likely to come to the attention of

authorities hence the usual and wrong assumptions. A counsellor is going to look for
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trauma in a person’s past and with most of us they will find something. If trauma was

an indicator then Holacost survivors would be addicts rather than torturing

Palestinians. Many who su�er childhood trauma do not become addicts and many

who have not do not become addicts. There is also the issue of defining trauma. Now

trauma is identified from relatively minor events compared to the past or other

countries where war and famine are common place. Syrians are not widely known as

addicts yet they inevitably su�er trauma beyond belief..this article is emotive rather

than factual.

0  Reply View Replies (10) 
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